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ABSTRACT 

Growth of CeO2 thin films on NdGaO3 tilted-axes substrates (TAS) by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) was 

systematically studied in a wide range of substrate tilt angles γ = 5-27º. The three-dimensional graphoepitaxial 

(3DGE) growth mechanism was demonstrated for all films on TAS. The observed deviations from the tangent 
3DGE dependence can be divided into a systematic negative part and local deviations near certain film tilt 
angles. The systematic deviation may be explained as the effect of completely-strained coherent growth of the 
bottom layers of the CeO2 film. The tendency of orientation of the film along the small-index crystallographic 
planes (012) and (013) during film growth was discovered for the first time to our knowledge. The minimization 
of the surface energy may account for this behavior. The width of the rocking curve and the lattice constant 

variation for the 3DGE CeO2 films increase almost linearly with the substrate tilt angle until γ = 19º.  

At different deposition rates the 3DGE CeO2 film exhibits three possible structures: (i) relaxed completely 
oxygenated films at very low deposition rate, (ii) completely strained well-oxygenated films at moderate 
deposition rates, and (iii) oxygen-deficient films consisting of two layers at high deposition rates. The deviations 
of orientation of the film from the 3DGE formula are set by the lattice constant c in the direction normal to the 
(110) plane of the substrate, which, in turn, depends on oxygen deficiency and the level of strain, introduced 
into the film by lattice mismatch with the substrate. 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The tilted-axes substrates (TAS)1 , also 

sometimes called vicinal, miscut, or offcut 

substrates, are single crystal substrates for epiaxial 

growth of thin films with a certain tilt between the 

 
1 Suggested abbreviations: 
 TAS - tilted-axes substrate 
 SICP - small-index crystallographic plane 
 3DGE growth mechanism - three-dimensional 

graphoepitaxial growth mechanism 

substrate surface plane and the small-index 

crystallographic plane (SICP), providing conditions 

for epitaxial growth. This SICP is sometimes called 

"the habit plane", implying both usual formation of 

the film along this plane, and standard (not tilted) 

orientation of the crystal for substrate preparation. 

 NGO - NdGaO3 
 CMP - chemical-mechanical polishing 
 PLD - pulsed laser deposition 
 WAR-RC - rocking curve in a wide angular range 
 LCV - lattice constant variation 

https://doi.org/10.34624/nmse.v2i2.9967
mailto:pbmozh@gmail.com
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Deposition of epitaxial thin films on TAS provides 

unique possibilities for fine tuning of the properties 

of layers of anisotropic materials in planar thin film 

electronic devices. Application of TAS, though, 

have been hampered by the complexity of the film 

growth processes on substrates of arbitrary 

orientation, limiting tilt angles γ to the vicinal range 

(typically γ < 5º). Usual goal of deposition on TAS 

is improvement of the crystal quality of the film due 

to a change of the 3D growth mode (Volmer-Weber 

or Stranski-Krastanov) on the standard-oriented 

substrate to the 2D growth mode, usually the step-

flow growth mode. Even this simple idea 

encountered a number of complications, one of 

which was a change of the film crystallographic 

orientation. The trivial assumption that the 

orientation of the epitaxial film follows the 

orientation of the habit plane is correct only for a 

minor part of the studied film-substrate 

combinations. One of the alternative growth 

mechanisms is the graphoepitaxial matching of the 

steps on the substrate surface, formed due to the 

faceting along the SICPs, and the height of the 

growth steps of the film. Such films demonstrate an 

inclination of their SICP from the habit plane, with 

an increasing tilt of the corresponding SICP of the 

film when the growth step of the film is higher than 

that of the substrate, and with a decreasing tilt from 

γ  when the growth step is smaller (Fig. 1). The ratio 

of the heights of the growth steps sets the 

orientational features of the film, implying 

essentially three-dimensional epitaxial matching 

between the film and the substrate, so this growth 

mode may be called the three-dimensional 

graphoepitaxial (3DGE) growth mechanism [1].  

The 3DGE mechanism was first discovered in 

1971 [2] and since then numerous studies reported 

observation of this growth mechanism in epitaxial 

growth of different semiconductors, metals, oxides, 

and in combinations of these materials (see 

references in [1, 3-5]). Microscopic models 

explaining formation of 3DGE film-substrate 

relations were suggested in [2-5], but usually they 

may be reduced to the "geometrical model", first 

suggested by Nagai in 1974 [6]: the initial epitaxial 

relation between the film and the substrate is set by 

lattice matching along the substrate tilt axis, while 

the tilt angle of the film around this axis γ' is set by 

a simple formula 

γ' = (cf / cs) γ                                   (1) 

 

 
Figure 1. Simplified model of the three-dimensional graphoepitaxial (3DGE) growth of thin films on tilted-

axes substrates: the inclination between the SICPs of the substrate and the film is caused by a 
difference between the height of the steps on the substrate surface and the growth steps of the film. The 
resulting tilt of the film can be higher (a) or lower (b) than the tilt of the substrate, depending on the ratio 

of the heights of the steps. (a) overgrowth mechanism, the tilt follows the tangent formula (Eq. (2) in 
text). (b) simultaneous seeding of the film on neighboring seeding knots (black dots) leads to the sine 

formula (Eq. (3)). 
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where cf  and cs are the heights of growth steps of 

the film and the substrate, respectively. Extension 

of the "geometrical model" to the angles above 5º 

demands a change of the formula into 

γ' = arctan((cf / cs) · tan γ)               (2) 

or 

γ' = arcsin((cf / cs) · sin γ)                  (3) 

depending on author's assumptions. Surprisingly, 

both variants seem to be found in different 

combinations of materials, with an empirical rule 

indicating that the compressive strain introduced by 

the SICP of the substrate into the film results in the 

tangent angular dependence, while the tensile 

substrate-induced strain provides 3DGE films 

following the sine dependence [1]. The reasons for 

such a difference remain unclear: the simplified 

models of tilt formation presented in [1] (Fig. 1a, b) 

do not seem convincing from any point of view. 

Some film-substrate combinations (namely, 

CeO2/(110)NdGaO3) demonstrated both 

dependences, for different deposition techniques 

and deposition conditions [1]. This ambiguous 

behavior may result from the very small lattice 

mismatch in the CeO2 - NdGaO3 combination and 

a very strong variation of the lattice parameter of 

ceria with deposition conditions, mainly oxygen 

partial pressure and substrate temperature. 

Ceria seems to be the material which have been 

used to demonstrate the 3DGE growth most often 

of all metal oxides. A series of publications reports 

3DGE growth of CeO2 on NdGaO3 (NGO) TAS with 

tilt around the [001] axis from the (110) SICP with 

e-beam evaporation, RF sputtering, and pulsed 

laser deposition (PLD) ([1, 7-9]). Deposition of 

CeO2 on Ni tapes showed systematic 3DGE tilt of 

crystallites orientation in arbitrary directions [10]. 

Hints of 3DGE inclination of CeO2 crystallites can 

be found in [11, 12], though the presented data are 

insufficient to make credible conclusions. The γ' ≈ 

25º tilt of CeO2 film on a (103) SrTiO3 substrate (γ 

= 18.43º), as shown by the polar figures in [13], is 

in a good agreement with the 3DGE calculation (γ' 

= 24.8º using (2)). A tilt similar to the 3DGE growth 

is observed in [14], but quantitative explanation of 

the results demands an introduction of some 

interaction layer between the slopes etched in the 

substrate and the CeO2 film, in a similar way to the 

YBa2Cu3Ox 3DGE growth on the CeO2 tilted-axes 

layers [1]. 

In this paper we present results of our studies of 

the 3DGE CeO2 films on NGO TAS. The angular 

range γ = 5-18º was studied in more detail 

compared to the previous studies, the effect of 

deposition conditions on orientation and properties 

of the 3DGE CeO2 films was determined.   

2. EXPERIMENTAL  

The TAS (5×5×0.5 mm3) were cut from NGO single 

crystals, their substrate surface was set by tilting 

from the (110) habit plane around the [001] axis 

towards the (010) plane. The nominal tilt angle was 

varied in the range γ = 0 - 34º. Chemical-

mechanical polishing (CMP) of the substrates 

provided flat surfaces with roughness Ra below        

2 Å, as determined by AFM. Depositions were done 

on the as-polished substrates, without special 

treatment to recrystallize the surface of the 

substrate, only cleaning in organic solvents and 

10% HCl was performed to remove contaminants 

present after dicing and CMP. The actual 

orientation of the substrate surface after CMP was 

checked with XRD measurements. The deviation of 

the actual tilt axis from the [001] axis of NGO did 

not exceed 5º, usually being less than 2º.  

The details of the applied PLD technique can be 

found elsewhere [15]. Briefly, a commercially 

available stoichiometric high-density (>90% of bulk 

density) ceramic CeO2 target was used. Most of the 

films in this study were deposited using the process 

optimized for fabrication of CeO2 on (1 -1 0 2) 

sapphire substrates: TD = 750-770 ºC, pO2 = 0.15 

mbar, ptotal = 0.5 mbar, energy density 1.5 J/cm2, 

repetition rate 0.5 Hz [16]. This process results in 

rather high deposition rates, 1.2-3 Ǻ/pulse, varying 

mainly with the process geometry (spot size, scan 

area on target, distance to substrate, etc.). In turn 

it demanded oxygen partial pressure pO2 high 

enough (0.15 mbar) to provide complete 

oxygenation of the growing film, and total pressure 

ptotal of 0.5 mbar was necessary to suppress 

excessive bombardment of the growing film with 

energetic ions of the ablation plume. The CeO2 

films deposited by PLD usually grow in a mixed 

(001)/(111) orientation, with predominant (111) 

orientation when the film oxygenation is 

incomplete, either because of low pO2 and 

insufficient deposition temperature TD, or due to 

high deposition rate [16]. At standard deposition 
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conditions the (111)-orientation part in CeO2 films 

on (110) NGO substrates, determined with XRD 

measurements, was less than 0.1%, and typically 

(111) peaks could not be detected on the XRD 

θ/2θ-scans for thin (200-300 Å) fabricated films. 

The undesirable growth of (111) oriented films may 

be further suppressed by decreasing the deposition 

rate of CeO2 to 0.5 Ǻ/pulse and below. A modified 

deposition process with decreased energy density 

on target (1.1 J/cm2) and lowered pressures (pO2 = 

0.012 mbar, ptotal = 0.2 mbar), resulting in a 

deposition rate of 0.33 Ǻ/pulse, provided films with 

no signs of crystallites of (111) orientation.  

No post-deposition annealing was performed; 

the film was cooled down to room temperature in 

the working atmosphere at the maximal possible 

rate.  

The orientation and structural properties of thin 

films were determined using the X-ray diffraction 

techniques. The studies of 3DGE growth in 

semiconductor heterostructures showed that 

almost always the SICP of the film tilts around the 

tilt axis of TAS. To prove this behavior in 

CeO2/NGO heterostructures we studied several 

samples with Laue diffraction, and found no 

deviations of the film tilt axis <110> from the 

substrate tilt axis [001]. The (001) plane of CeO2 

was always oriented close to the angular position 

of (110) NGO plane. The presence of secondary 

orientations was checked with rocking curves in a 

wide angular range (WAR-RCs), and the nature of 

the observed peaks was tested additionally by 

measurements of WAR-RC for another 

crystallographic plane of the film. The X-ray 

radiation was not monochromated or filtered with 

Ni filter. As a result, both sharp diffractional peaks 

of the broadband X-ray radiation from the SICPs of 

the substrate and wide diffractional peaks of 

 

 
Figure 2. Determination of the orientation of 3DGE heterostructures YBa2Cu3Ox/CeO2/NdGaO3 with 

rocking curves in a wide angular range. The (110) NGO plane is tilted from the substrate plane by 10º, 
the position of the substrate plane is marked with "N". The broadband X-ray spectra provides peaks at 
the angular positions of the (210), (110), (120), and (130) SICPs of the substrate. The wide peaks from 
the crystallographic planes of the films are produced by the characteristic CuKα radiation at certain 2θ 
angular position of the detector. The additional broad peak on the top curve (ω = -3º) results from the 

(007) reflection of YBa2Cu3Ox (2θ = 55º). 
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characteristic CuKα radiation from the SICPs of the 

films were observed on the same WAR-RC, 

providing a possibility for direct measurement of 

mutual inclination of the SICPs of the film and the 

substrate. Fig. 2 illustrates this method: a set of 

WAR-RCs was taken from a 

YBa2Cu3Ox/CeO2/NGO heterostructure. The 

bottom curve corresponds to the (006) YBa2Cu3Ox 

reflection (2θ = 46.5º), the medium curve to the 

CeO2 (002) peak (2θ = 33º), and the top curve - to 

the (113) CeO2 peak (2θ = 56.5º). The inclination 

of the "(311)" peak of ~26.5º from the (001) plane 

of CeO2 proves that (i) both reflections are obtained 

from the same part of the film, and (ii) the in-plane 

orientation of CeO2 corresponds to the standard 

epitaxial relation for fluorite growth on NdGaO3: 

<110>(001)CeO2||[001](110)NGO. No other 

orientations of CeO2 were detected in the sample.  

The deposition rate was calibrated using lift-off 

removal of some part of the deposited film using a 

mask stable at high deposition temperature. We 

call the nominal thickness the product of the 

number of pulses on target and the calibrated 

deposition rate. The thickness was also evaluated 

using the Williamson-Hall method, the result was in 

good agreement (error below 15%) with the 

nominal value for CeO2 films on a standard (110) 

oriented NGO substrate. The Williamson-Hall 

estimations of film thicknesses for simultaneously 

deposited samples with different tilt angles (γ = 0-

12º) showed results within 10% variation from 

sample to sample, so we may conclude that the film 

growth rate is almost independent on the substrate 

tilt angle at least for small γ. 

In addition to the crystallite size (thickness) value 

the Williamson-Hall method provides estimation of 

the Δd/d parameter, expressing weighted spread of 

the interplane distance d in the sample. For 

diffraction on the (00l) planes of the films with 

orientation close to (001) this parameter is reduced 

to the spread of the c lattice constant Δc/c. 

Sometimes Δd/d is called "strain", because for 

some epitaxial films a relation can be established 

between Δd/d and the elastic strain introduced into 

the film by the substrate. To avoid 

misunderstanding, we call the lattice constant 

variation (LCV) the Δc/c parameter, determined for 

diffraction on the (00l) CeO2 planes. 

The surface morphology of the films was 

studied with a Tencor Alfa-Step 200 profiler and a 

NanoSurf EasyScan AFM.  

We would like to note that the main goal of 

fabrication of the 3DGE CeO2 films was fabrication 

of YBCO/CeO2/NGO heterostructures for the 

needs of another experiment (tilted-axes biepitaxial 

thin film structures of high-temperature 

superconductor YBCO, [17, 18]), so the structure 

and properties of the CeO2 layer was not studied 

thoroughly for all fabricated films and multilayers. 

The θ/2θ-scans for some samples were taken in a 

narrow θ range or even were absent because of 

complications of measurements in the asymmetric 

diffraction geometry. These circumstances 

resulted in an ample collection of rocking curves 

measurements, providing tilt angle of the film and 

spread of the orientations of the crystallites of the 

film, but a rather moderate set of θ/2θ-scans, 

especially for the single CeO2 layers before YBCO 

capping layer depositions. As a consequence, 

determination of dependences of lattice constant c 

and LCV is difficult and our considerations 

sometimes are inconclusive. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

As we mentioned above, all films showed strict 

alignment of the <110> axis of the film with the tilt 

axis of the substrate [001] NGO. The epitaxial 

relations were expressed as angular proximity of 

the (001) SICP of the film and the crystallographic 

plane of standard epitaxial growth (habit plane), 

(110) NGO, with inclination angle between the films 

set by the 3DGE growth relation (2).  

To avoid misunderstanding we will use the 

following notation: 

• the substrate plane is the plane of 

substrate surface;  

• the tilt angles γ', γ are the angles between 

the substrate plane and the SICP of the film and 

the substrate, respectively; 

• the inclination angle is the angle between 

the SICPs of the substrate and the film; 

• the mis-orientation is the spread of 

orientations of individual crystallites of the film 

around the main orientation, usually determined as 
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full width at half maxima (FWHM) of the 

corresponding rocking curve. 

3.1. Standard epitaxial growth of CeO2 films on 

(110) NGO substrates  

CeO2 films deposited with the standard process 

(deposition rate 1.2-1.8 Å/pulse for the chosen 

geometry of deposition) exhibited a lattice constant 

of 5.395-5.401 Ǻ, close to the reference bulk value 

of 5.4 Ǻ. The LCV is small, 0.1-0.5%, implying high 

in-depth homogeneity of the films. The width of the 

rocking curve for (002) peak (2θ = 33º) of the CeO2 

films on (110) NGO substrate 0.34±0.09º just 

slightly exceeds the FWHM of the rocking curve of 

the substrate (0.28±0.04º for the (440) peak at 2θ 

= 47º). The relatively high value of the latter results 

from the geometrical limitations of the 

measurement; at high 2θ angles (70º and more) the 

FWHM of the rocking curve of the substrate 

decreases to 0.05-0.08º, an indication of the single 

crystal character of the substrate. The CeO2 peaks 

for this angular range are weak, making precise 

measurements of the rocking curves complicated. 

An increase of deposition rate to 6 Å/pulse leads 

to an increase of lattice constant to 5.404 Å. The 

LCV of such films increases to ~1% (Fig. 3), 

manifesting non-uniform structure of thick films 

fabricated at high deposition rate. The X-ray θ/2θ-

scans of the thick (~1500 Å) film deposited at high 

deposition rate allows decomposition of the (002), 

(004) peaks of ceria into two contributions: a 

narrow peak (corresponding lattice constant 5.409 

Å, LCV 0.33%, estimated thickness 1290 Å) and a 

wide peak (5.404 Å, 0.62%, 360 Å), see inset in  

Fig. 3. The LCV of ~1%, estimated for the whole 

film, is higher than the LCV values for both film 

parts because the lattice constant values are 

different for the two parts of the film. The ratio of 

integral intensities of the narrow and wide peaks for 

the (002) peak is ~1.33, and ~0.56 for the (004) 

peak. This increasing "visibility" of the wide peak 

 

 
Figure 3. The lattice constant variation of CeO2 films on (110) NGO substrates increases with deposition 
rate (the dashed line is a guide for the eye). Inset: the (002) peak of a thick CeO2 film may be resolved 

into two peaks shifted in angular positions, implying a difference in the lattice constants for the 
corresponding parts of the film. 
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for the higher measurement angle θ may be 

interpreted as a presence of two layers in the film, 

with the narrow peak corresponding to the top 

layer. The sum of the estimated thicknesses is 

close to the nominal thickness of the film, 

corroborating our assumption of formation of two 

layers. The splitting of the peaks of the θ/2θ-scans 

was never observed for the films grown with 

deposition rate of 1-2 Å/pulse, but could be 

detected for some of the films fabricated at 3 

Å/pulse. 

The observed features can be explained as the 

result of relaxation of the substrate-induced tensile 

strain. The top layer represents the relaxed part of 

the film over certain relaxation thickness; the value 

of ~350 Å is quite typical for oxide films growth. The 

lattice constant of the relaxed layer ~5.41 Å is 

higher than 5.398±0.003 Å, observed for the films 

deposited with low deposition rate, probably as a 

result of incomplete oxygenation of the film 

deposited at high rate. The bottom layer shows a 

smaller c value, 5.404 Å, due to the distortion 

generated by the substrate-induced tensile biaxial 

strain. Continuous relaxation of this strain with 

thickness, with corresponding increase of the c 

lattice constant, may be responsible for the high 

LCV value for the bottom layer. A relatively small 

distortion of the c lattice constant (0.2-0.5%, 

depending on the applied model) compared to the 

substrate-induced strain of ~1% implies formation 

of semi-coherent interface with the substrate, 

typical for defect fluorites. 

The X-ray diffraction studies, the thickness 

measurements, and the AFM surface observations 

showed a strong dependence of properties of the 

CeO2 films on the modification of the target surface 

(Fig. 4). Under laser irradiation the surface of CeO2 

ceramic target gains metallic glitter, probably as a 

result of loss of oxygen. Such metallization of the 

target surface significantly changes the properties 

 

 
Figure 4. Evolution of parameters of CeO2 film surface morphology (roughness, density of particles, and 

total range of the profiler measurement on a 100 nm scan) as a result of metallization of the target 
surface under laser irradiation. Inset: the CeO2 films deposited from a ceramic target show clear Laue 

oscillations on the X-ray θ/2θ-scans. 
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of the CeO2 film. The deposition rate from the 

ceramic target is almost 1.5 times higher than from 

a completely developed metallized surface. The 

decrease of the deposition rate is very fast and 

takes place after just 10-15 shots per each spot on 

the target. The films deposited from the ceramic 

target show thickness fringes (Laue oscillations) on 

the θ/2θ-scans (see inset in Fig. 4), manifesting 

high smoothness of the film surface and good 

homogeneity of the film. At the same time, 

estimation of the LCV in the films prepared from the 

ceramic target, exhibits rather high values even at 

low deposition rate, e.g., 0.5% at 1.8 Å/pulse or 

0.45% at 1.2 Å/pulse (compare with data from a 

metallized target in Fig. 3). Simultaneous 

observation of thickness fringes and increased 

LCV may be accounted for the lattice constant 

inhomogeneity found in the x-y plane (along the 

film surface), and not along the z-direction (in the 

films growth direction). The excessive LCV 

disappears after 15-20 shots per spot on the target, 

but the thickness fringes are still observed up to 

~25 shots per spot. After 25 shots the films never 

demonstrate thickness fringes (for a typical peak 

shape for such films see inset in Fig. 3), but the 

evolution of surface morphology just starts (Fig. 4). 

The mechanisms for smoothening of the CeO2 film 

surface deposited from a metallized target are 

outside the frame of this article and will be 

discussed elsewhere. They were briefly considered 

in the discussion of yttria nanoparticle formation in 

Ref. [19]. 

All properties, both structural and 

morphological, of the CeO2 films on (110) NGO 

substrates, did not change after each spot on the 

target was irradiated with ~150 shots. Removal of 

the metallized layer from the surface of the target 

with grinding completely restores the properties of 

the fabricated films. To improve reproducibility of 

the experiment, we decided to fabricate CeO2 films 

 

 
Figure 5. XRD rocking curves for the (004) CeO2 peak of the 3DGE films on NGO TAS. The positions 

of the (110) planes of the substrates are marked with arrows, the substrate tilt angles are 11.4, 14, and 
18.7º, from top to bottom. The (004) peaks of the CeO2 films are marked with diamonds, the tilt angles 

are 16.5, 19.25 and 24.5º, in a good agreement with the geometrical model (2). 
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only from a saturated metallized target, sacrificing 

the improved structural perfection of the films 

deposited from a ceramic target. Our main reason 

was that we have been unable to distinguish the 

effects of thickness and the effects of target 

metallization on the film properties when a ceramic 

target is ablated. 

Summarizing, the CeO2 films fabricated with our 

standard process showed good crystallinity and 

small mis-orientation of crystallites. An increase of 

deposition rate above 2 Å/pulse results in an 

incomplete oxygenation of the films for the chosen 

pO2 = 0.15 mbar, with development of non-uniform 

film as a result of relaxation of the substrate-

induced strain with thickness. The metallization of 

the target surface complicates interpretation of the 

obtained results, so further depositions were 

performed from the saturated metallized target to 

avoid incontrollable changes in the deposited 

material. 

3.2. 3DGE growth of CeO2 films on TAS NGO  

The typical rocking curves of the CeO2 films 

deposited by PLD on TAS NGO are presented on 

Fig. 5. The (004) CeO2 peak is shifted from the 

position of the (110) NGO plane towards higher tilt 

angles, in an agreement with the higher growth 

step of the CeO2 film compared to the steps on the 

substrate surface (5.4 and 3.864 Å, respectively). 

The shift increases with the substrate tilt angle, 

confirming the 3DGE growth mode. A better fit of 

the experimental data is provided by the tangent 

dependence, Eq. (2). 

An increase of the tilt angle γ above 30º results 

in an increase of the film tilt angle γ' to 45º and 

growth of (110)-oriented CeO2 films for all tilt 

angles from 30 to 45º. The properties of the (110) 

CeO2 films for the tilt angles from 30 to 45º will be 

presented elsewhere. 

3.2.1. Angular dependences 

The general dependences of the parameters of the 

CeO2 3DGE films on the substrate tilt angle are 

 

 

Figure 6. Angular dependences for the parameters of the 3DGE CeO2 films on TAS NGO. a) the film tilt 
angle follows the 3DGE tangent dependence (2) with a small negative deviation. More intense 

deviations are observed in vicinity of the SICPs of the film, (013) and (012). b) Top: the lattice constant 

slightly increases with tilt angle. Bottom: the width of the rocking curve (triangles) increases until γ ≈ 

20º, and decreases at higher angles. The LCV (squares) increases in the range 0-20º. The error bars 
here and on all subsequent figures are representing the spread of measured parameters of CeO2 films. 
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shown on Fig. 6. The orientation of all samples with 

varying thickness and deposited under different 

deposition conditions are following the same 3DGE 

relation (Fig. 6a). The agreement with the 

calculated value is good, a small systematic 

deviation to the smaller tilt angles may be pointed 

out (Fig. 6a, top). More significant deviations are 

observed in the vicinity of γ = 12º (positive 

deviation, film tilt angle γ' ≈ 17º) and γ = 23º (strong 

negative deviation, film tilt angle γ' ≈ 26º). One of 

possible explanations is a tendency to minimization 

of surface energy when the surface plane of the 

film aligns with a SICP. The positions of (013) (γ' ≈ 

18.43º) and (012) (γ' ≈ 26.57º) planes are shown 

with dotted lines on Fig. 6a: the experimentally 

observed deviations are clearly attracted towards 

these lines. The higher intensity of the deviation at 

23º may be due to a smaller sum of indexes of the 

(012) plane, indicating a more pronounced 

minimum of surface energy compared to the (013) 

plane. 

The angular dependences of the main features 

of the CeO2 3DGE films are presented on Fig. 6b. 

The width of the rocking curve shows a linear rise 

with the tilt angle until ~19º, and then a linear 

decrease. The lattice constant variation repeats 

this dependence over the range where LCV 

estimation was possible. Note that LCV shows a 

very high spread of estimated values due to the 

application of diverse processes with deposition 

rate ranging in a wide interval. 

 

 

Figure 7. Evolution of the angular dependence of the deviation of the film orientation from the 
calculated 3DGE value. Thin films (bottom graph) follow the 3DGE tangent dependence (2) with a 

smaller lattice constant of the film, the corresponding calculated deviation is presented with a dash-
dotted line. The films with medium thickness (middle graph) show deviation towards (012) CeO2 

orientation at substrate tilt angle of 23º. Finally, thick films (top graph) show clear deviations towards 
(013) and (012) CeO2 orientations. 
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The lattice constant of the 3DGE CeO2 films did 

not change much with the tilt angle (see Fig. 6b, top 

graph). The average value slightly increased for 

higher LCV and FWHM of the rocking curve, 

revealing less homogeneous films with higher 

density of defects in the 15-20º angular range. 

Usually the dominant type of defects in CeO2 are 

oxygen vacancies, and an increase of their density 

results in an expansion of the lattice with a 

consequent increase of the lattice constant. 

The complicated features of the general 

dependence of the deviation from the calculated 

value (Fig. 6a, top curve) may be resolved when 

the particular angular dependences for films of 

different thicknesses are presented independently 

(Fig. 7). The thin films show a smooth dependence 

with a small negative deviation increasing with the 

tilt angle. For the film tilt dependence on the 

substrate tilt angle (Fig. 6a, bottom) this would 

correspond to a tangent dependence (2) with a 

reduced film step height cf. Such shrinking of the 

out-of-plane lattice constant of the growing film 

may result from a substrate-induced biaxial tensile 

strain; indeed, the NGO substrate with lattice 

constant of 3.864 Å (assuming pseudo-cubic 

lattice) introduces a tensile biaxial strain of ~1.3% 

into the growing CeO2 (assuming completely 

oxygenated CeO2 with lattice constant of 5.395 Å 

and taking into account the 45º in-plane tilt of CeO2 

axis from the <100> axes of the substrate). This 

strain, in the volume-preserving approximation 

(Poisson ratio ν = 0.5), produces a shrinking of the 

out-of-plane lattice constant to 5.258 Å. We have 

calculated the expected deviation from Eq. (2) 

assuming a decrease of the step height to the 

estimated value, and obtained an excellent 

agreement with the observed negative deviation of 

the orientation of the thin CeO2 films from the 

values calculated for the saturated lattice constant 

(Fig. 7, dash-dotted lines). We may conclude that 

most probably (i) the film is seeded completely 

coherently strained along the (110) NGO plane, (ii) 

the film is completely oxygenated during seeding, 

the relaxed lattice constant crelax ≈ 5.395 Å, (iii) the 

orientation of the seed follows the tangent formula 

(2) exactly, and (iv) the volume of the unit cell of a 

completely oxygenated ceria is preserved under 

biaxial distortions, ν = 0.5. The latter is not the case 

for oxygen-deficient ceria, the usual Poisson ratio 

for the CeO2 films containing oxygen vacancies is 

about 0.3.  

An increase of the film thickness results in 

deviations from the initial orientation (shown as 

dash-dotted lines in Fig. 7). Already at ~300 Å the 

film on the 23º-tilted substrate turns towards the 

(012) CeO2 orientation (Fig. 7, middle graph), but 

the overall dependence still follows the initial 

orientation set by the strained bottom layers of the 

film. Further increase of thickness results in a 

pronounced deviation also at film tilt of ~18.5º, 

corresponding to the (013) CeO2 SICP orientation 

(Fig. 7, top graph). 

To be fair, we must point out that we have 

fabricated only one sample at γ = 23º and one 

sample at 26.5º, so any conclusion on the angular 

dependences in this range is not well founded. As 

a consequence, a completely reliable result is 

presented only on the bottom graph of Fig. 7.  

3.2.2. Effect of deposition rate and thickness on 

the properties of the 3DGE CeO2 films  

An important drawback of our study is the fact that 

we are not able to distinguish reliably the effect of 

thickness and the effect of deposition rate: a 

significant part of the fabricated samples differed in 

thickness due to the changes of the geometry of 

deposition, and, hence, the deposition rate.  

The effect of deposition rate can be illustrated 

by Fig. 8. An increase of deposition rate can lead 

to incomplete oxygenation of the growing film, with 

corresponding increase of the measured c lattice 

constant. In our deposition system with pO2 = 0.15 

mbar during the standard deposition process, 

complete oxygenation (lattice constant 5.395-

5.397 Å) may be obtained for deposition rates 

below 2 Å/pulse (Fig. 8). The deposition rate of 3 

Å/pulse is slightly excessive and results in a broad 

variation of lattice constants depending on the 

repetition rate (in fact, the period between the 

pulses), the substrate tilt angle, the film thickness, 

etc. The observed dependence is in an excellent 

agreement with our results on standard (110) NGO 

substrates, see Section 3.1. 

The common effect of pressure and deposition 

rate is demonstrated by the dependence of lattice 

constant on the oxygen partial pressure at a 

relatively low deposition rate of 1 Å/pulse (see inset 

in Fig. 8). A decrease of oxygen partial pressure 
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results in a monotonous increase of the lattice 

constant up to 5.416 Å at pO2 = 0.05 mbar, implying 

that insufficient oxygenation is the main reason for 

the expansion of the c lattice constant with an 

increase of the deposition rate at constant pO2.  

The effect of thickness on the properties of the 

3DGE CeO2 films can be clarified if the samples are 

divided according to the deposition rates, below 2 

Å/pulse and above. The data for the tilt angle 

18.43º are presented in Fig. 9, the open symbols of 

all the graphs of Fig. 9 correspond to low deposition 

rate samples, while closed symbols show the 

features of the films grown at high deposition rate. 

Considering the presented results please keep in 

mind that we could not completely remove the 

dependence on deposition rate from the thickness 

dependences, because the thinner films were 

generally obtained at lower deposition rates than 

the more thick ones. 

The deviation from the calculated film tilt value 

(using the standard 5.398 Å step height) for the 

low-rate films is small, <1º (Fig. 9a). Excluding the 

point at 40 Å with extremely low average deposition 

rate (0.4 Å/pulse × 0.1 Hz = 0.04 Å/s), we get the 

deviation from the calculated value almost 

independent on thickness and close to the value for 

the coherently strained ceria (-0.6º, the dash-

dotted line on Fig. 9a). Taking into account the 

influence of deposition rate on the observed 

thickness dependence, we may suppose that the 

strain introduced into the film by lattice mismatch 

increases with deposition rate (revealed by an 

increase of thickness). This is in a good agreement 

with our observations for the CeO2 films on (110) 

NGO substrates: the lattice constant c for slowly 

 

 

Figure 8. Lattice constant dependence on deposition rate for the 3DGE CeO2 films, oxygen partial 
pressure 0.15 mbar. Inset: lattice constant dependence on oxygen partial pressure, deposition rate 1 

Å/pulse. 
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grown films is close to the standard value and the 

LCV is very small, down to 0.1%. These 

observations imply very low or negligible effect of 

substrate misfit, in a contrast with the films grown 

at high rates, with clear lattice constant contraction 

and relaxation of the introduced distortion with 

thickness. The weak bonding over the film-

substrate interface at a very low deposition rate is 

corroborated by a very high width of the rocking 

curve for the film grown at the extremely low rate 

(Fig. 9b). All other low-rate films showed very close 

values of FWHM, ~1.6º (Fig. 9b). The lattice 

constant is small, 5.396-5.398 Å, again in a good 

agreement with the data on the CeO2 films 

deposited on standard (110) NGO substrates at 

low deposition rates (Fig. 9c). The LCV, though, is 

significantly higher, ~1.3% (Fig. 9d), the reasons 

for this should be clarified additionally.  

Summarizing, the 3DGE CeO2 films deposited 

at low deposition rate strongly resemble the CeO2 

films grown on standard (110) NGO substrates at 

low rate: they are fully oxidized, with low level of 

substrate-induced strain. The orientation of the 

films is set by the contracted c due to the substrate-

induced strain, but the introduced strain is 

decreased with lowering the deposition rate. High 

density of oxygen vacancies of the substrate 

surface during seeding may promote substrate-film 

bonding, explaining the observed influence of 

deposition rate on the level of substrate-induced 

strain. Another good explanation of the observed 

orientational behavior of the films grown at low 

deposition rate is enhanced relaxation at very low 

deposition rates. If this supposition is correct, then 

the relaxation periods between the laser pulses at 

the extremely low deposition rate is high enough to 

completely remove all substrate-induced strain for 

the first unit-cell-thick layers of the CeO2 films, as 

the orientation of the film exactly corresponds to 

the calculated using the lattice constant of a 

relaxed CeO2 film. 

The behavior of the films deposited at high 

deposition rate is more complicated. An increase of 

thickness (keeping in mind the corresponding 

increase of deposition rate, at least for some films 

of the set) leads to an increase of the lattice 

constant (Fig. 9c), in a very good agreement with 

the data for the films on standard NGO substrates: 

 

 

Figure 9. Thickness dependences of properties of the 3DGE CeO2 films deposited at different 
deposition rates, substrate tilt angle 18.43º. Open symbols on all graphs correspond to deposition rates 
1.5 Å/pulse and below, closed symbols - to deposition rates 2.5 Å/pulse and above. The lines are given 

as guides for the eye. 
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thin films show c =5.4 Å, but for thick films it 

increases to 5.41 Å. An increase of c with thickness 

is monotonous from the most thin films studied, and 

can be attributed to the relaxation of the substrate-

induced strain with thickness. The thickness of 

350-400 Å sets the border between thin and thick 

films (see the increased slope of the c dependence 

on thickness, Fig. 9c), and the high spread of the 

measured c value for this range may be referred to 

changing critical thickness with a deviation of the 

deposition parameters. The LCV dependence 

generally supports these considerations: the most 

intense change of the c lattice constant is expected 

for the thin films as a result of strain relaxation, and 

the LCV, in fact, shows highest values for the thin 

films. An increase of thickness over the critical 

results in growth of the layers with almost 

thickness-independent relaxed lattice constant, so 

the slope of the LCV dependence on thickness 

decreases (Fig. 9d). The LCV value for the 3DGE 

CeO2 films grown at high deposition rate, is much 

higher than that of films on standard (110) NGO 

substrates, but we note that with an increase of 

thickness the LCV of 3DGE films decreases to 

1.2%, close to the value of ~1%, obtained for the 

standard-oriented films of similar thickness (Fig. 3). 

We may assume that the spread of the c lattice 

constant is mainly present in the bottom part of the 

film, and the top, presumably relaxed, layer is more 

homogeneous. 

The orientation of the films grown at high 

deposition rate strongly (up to -3º) deviates from 

the calculated value (Fig. 9a). We have no good 

explanation for this phenomena and the deviation 

decreases with film thickness. Assuming 3DGE 

mechanism of this tilt formation, we can calculate 

the step heights coefficient k = cf / cs = 1.21, 

resulting in the observed tilt angle of ~22º. The 

corresponding film step height cf is ~4.68 Å, or the 

substrate step height should change to 4.47 Å. No 

obvious matches were found for these translational 

distances in the family of (Nd,Ga,Ce)Ox oxides, so 

probably this tilt is not a result of chemical 

interaction between the film and the substrate. An 

increase of thickness, though, brings the film 

orientation into the usual 3DGE range (completely 

strained growth with a small negative deviation), 

and for thicknesses ~800 Å the film orientation 

reaches the "standard" value calculated using Eq. 

(2) (Fig. 9a). The surface of the growing film in a 

multilayer structure inherits the system of steps 

from the bottom layer - and from the substrate 

surface - so the orientation of the top layer follows 

the formula (2) as if the top layer is deposited 

directly on the substrate surface (see, for example, 

the YBa2Cu3Ox/BaZrO3/NdGaO3 heterostructures 

in [1]), if the growth mechanism is limited to the 

3DGE mode and no secondary effects influence 

the multilayer. This inheritance of the steps on the 

surface explains evolution of the 3DGE CeO2 film 

orientation with thickness: the top relaxed layer 

grows over the bottom strained layer with the same 

3DGE matching relations, transforming tilt of the 

strained film (step height cf = 5.258 Å) into the tilt 

of the relaxed film (cf = 5.41 Å, taking into account 

oxygen depletion at high deposition rate). The mis-

orientation of the crystallites of the films grown at 

high deposition rate is somewhat smaller (~1.4º) 

than for the low-rate films, but also remains almost 

constant for all thicknesses (Fig. 9b, closed 

symbols). This confirms our assumption of 3DGE 

mechanism of change of film tilt with thickness: the 

spread of orientations of the crystallites of the film 

is set by initial seeding, and then all crystallites tilt 

with the change of the step height in a uniform 

manner, conserving the overall spread of 

crystallites orientations and, hence, the measured 

FWHM of the rocking curve. 

The common (thickness + deposition rate) 

nature of the dependences of Fig. 9 can be 

illustrated by the points at ~500 Å. The samples 

with this thickness were deposited to the highest 

thickness among the low-deposition-rate samples, 

but, at the same time, they were deposited at the 

highest deposition rates in this group of samples. 

As a consequence, the points at ~500 Å can be 

added to the high-rate data on Figures 9a, b, d, 

without significant discrepancy with the observed 

dependences, and even on Fig. 9c the measured c 

value lays withins the high spread of measured 

lattice constants for the high-rate samples with 

thickness of 400 Å. 

The saturation of the growing film with oxygen 

depends not just on the momentary deposition rate 

during PLD, but also on the relaxation time as given 

by the period between the laser pulses. This is 

illustrated by Fig. 10, where a decrease of the 

repetition rate from 1 to 0.3 Hz at a constant 

momentary deposition rate of 3 Å/pulse results in a 

change from formation of a film with a significant 
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density of oxygen vacancies (lattice constant 

5.41±0.025 Å) to the growth of an almost 

completely oxygenated film (5.398 Å).  

Again, we cannot completely resolve the effects 

of deposition rate and thickness; the samples 

fabricated at 0.5 Hz (1.45 Å/pulse) are ~300 Å 

thick, while samples with a lower repetition rate are 

thinner and with a higher repetition rate are more 

thick. As a consequence, the dependences on 

repetition rate in general repeat the thickness 

dependences of Fig. 9, high-rate samples. This 

additionally refined data set still provides some 

more information on the growth of the 3DGE CeO2 

films. The ~300 Å thickness, similarly to the films 

on (110) NGO substrates, seems to be the border 

between two layers of the film. The thin films show 

higher mis-orientation of crystallites and a strong 

deviation from the calculated 3DGE orientation. 

Both effects gradually decrease with thickness and 

at the critical thickness the deviation reaches the 

level typical for the completely strained films (dash-

dotted line, bottom graph of Fig. 10), while FWHM 

saturates at ~1.4º. The lattice constant below the 

critical thickness seems to be almost constant; we 

attribute this to the complex effect of more 

complete oxygenation, decreasing c value, and of 

more complete relaxation during longer periods 

between the laser pulses, providing lower level of 

the substrate-induced strain and, hence, smaller 

contraction of c lattice constant. The effect of the 

substrate-induced strain cannot be neglected, as 

can be seen from the LCV dependence: the 

variation of the lattice constant is higher for thin 

films, revealing relaxation of the strain with 

thickness. The spread of the LCV parameter from 

sample to sample (error bars on Fig. 10) rapidly 

decreases with thickness, implying reproducible 

growth of a relaxed CeO2 from the critical thickness 

of the film.  

Summarizing, the thickness dependences 

reveal three possible structures of the 3DGE CeO2 

films, depending on the deposition rate: 

 

 

Figure 10. Dependences of properties of 3DGE CeO2 films on the average deposition rate. Standard 
deposition conditions, the substrate tilt angle 18.43º, the momentary deposition rate is 3 Å/pulse. The 

data at 0.4 Hz (1.12 Å/s) are complemented with two samples from other data sets with similar 
momentary deposition rate and thickness parameters. 
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• very low deposition rate: the film grows 

completely oxygenated and relaxes all strain 

introduced by substrate mismatch in the very 

beginning of deposition. As a consequence, the 

orientation of the film corresponds to the 3DGE 

formula with relaxed c, but the crystallites of the film 

are strongly mis-oriented (the FWHM is up to 2.6º); 

• low deposition rate: the film is completely 

oxygenated, and grows completely-strained, with a 

significant contraction of the c lattice constant due 

to the biaxial tensile substrate-induced strain. The 

orientation of the film follows the 3DGE relation 

with contracted c as the step height of the film, the 

spread of the crystallites orientations is 

independent on thickness in the studied range and 

shows much smaller values than that of the films 

grown at very low deposition rate; 

• high deposition rate: the film presumably 

consists of a strained bottom part and the relaxed 

top layer, with a critical thickness about 300 Å. The 

lattice constant of the relaxed part reveals 

insufficient oxygenation of the film during growth. 

The orientation of the film evolves with thickness 

from a very high negative deviation for thin films, 

through the orientations typical for the completely-

strained films at medium thickness, and to the 

orientation well matching the 3DGE relation for the 

step height equal to the lattice constant of the 

relaxed film. The mis-orientation of crystallites 

decreases with thickness and saturates at critical 

thickness at a level somewhat smaller than that of 

the low-rate films.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, the deposition of CeO2 thin films on 

NGO TAS by PLD usually results in the formation 

of tilted-axes films with the tilt angle following the 

3DGE tangent dependence. The deviations from 

the geometrical formula can be divided into a 

systematic negative part and local deviations 

around certain film tilt angles. The width of the 

rocking curve and the lattice constant variation for 

the 3DGE CeO2 films increase almost linearly with 

tilt angle until γ = 19º (film tilt γ' ≈ 24º).  

The systematic deviation is present already for 

very thin films and may be explained as the effect 

of completely-strained coherent growth of the 

bottom layers of CeO2 film on the NGO substrate. 

The biaxial distortion of the CeO2 lattice results in 

contraction of the out-of-plane lattice constant c, 

with corresponding decrease of the growth step 

and the tilt angle of the film. A simple volume-

preserving assumption provides excellent 

agreement with the measured values. 

The minimization of the surface energy when 

the film surface is aligned with a SICP, namely, 

(012) at γ' = 26.6º and (013) at 18.4º, may be 

proposed as an explanation for the local deviations 

from the calculated dependence.  

The macroscopic structure of the 3DGE CeO2 

films generally repeats the structure of the CeO2 

films on the standard (110)-oriented NGO 

substrates. The deposition rate influences the 

growth of 3DGE CeO2 films in two ways: an 

increase of deposition rate results in an insufficient 

oxygenation of the Ce atoms arriving of the 

substrate surface, while a decrease of deposition 

rate provides more time for relaxation of the 

substrate-induced strain in the film. As a 

consequence, at different deposition rates the film 

exhibits three possible structures: (i) relaxed 

completely oxygenated film at very low deposition 

rate, (ii) completely strained well-oxygenated film at 

moderate deposition rates, and (iii) oxygen-

deficient film consisting of two layers at high 

deposition rates. The deviations of orientation of 

the film from the 3DGE formula are set by the lattice 

constant c in the direction normal to the (110) SICP 

of the substrate, which, in turn, depends on oxygen 

deficiency and the level of strain, introduced into 

the film by lattice mismatch with the substrate. 
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ABSTRACT 

The motivation for new versatile and biocompatible coatings incites researchers to try to copy solutions 
developed by living organisms like mussels able to adhere to all kinds of substrates in wet conditions. Another 
source of inspiration may be found in molecules containing reactive CN groups which have been formed in 
prebiotic conditions on the early formed Earth. Among such molecules, aminomalonitrile (AMN) has been 
shown to allow the formation of coatings on all kinds of known materials. In the present investigation, the 
deposition mechanism of AMN based coatings on silicon, quartz and glass is investigated. It is shown that 
the film deposition is preceded by a lag phase during which AMN undergoes already a transformation in 
solution. The obtained coatings undergo a morphological transition from islands to fibrillar structures with a 
concomitant change in composition and hydrophilicity. A putative structure based on X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy data is proposed for the AMN based films deposited at the solid-water interface.   

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Owing to the substrate specificity of most surface 

coating methodologies, surface scientists are 

investigating versatile surface chemistries. One 

major source of inspiration consists in biomimicry 

of mussel foot proteins (mefps) [1]. Indeed mussels 

are able to adhere to almost all known materials 

even in wet conditions and to withstand strong 

shear stresses which is a requirement for their 

survival. The composition of mefps, rich in L-lysine 

and in the non-natural amino acid L-DOPA, incited 

to use dopamine, containing an amino group as in 

L-Lysine and a catechol group as in L-DOPA, as a 

candidate to produce versatile and robust coatings 

in oxidative conditions [2, 3]. This led to the 

reproducible deposition of polydopamine films able 

to undergo easy secondary functionalisation 

through reaction with nucleophiles [4] or with metal 

nanoparticles [2, 5] after reduction of metallic 

cations. Those polydopamine films are known to be 

useful for a lot of applications as coatings for 

biomaterials and for energy conversion processes 

[6]. Recently it was shown that inspiration from 

suspected prebiotic processes allows also to 

deposit conformal coatings on almost all known 

materials [7, 8] with application fields similar to 

those of polydopamine. The used precursor of such 

coatings is aminomalonitrile (AMN) which 

undergoes self- assembly and surface deposition 

after neutralisation of is para-toluenesulfonate salt 

in basic conditions. It is the aim of this article to 

summarize our mechanistic investigations [9] on 

the deposition of AMN based coatings and to show 

that those films also form at water-air interfaces 

and can be transferred on solid substrates via the 
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Langmuir–Schaeffer [10] horizontal transfer 

method. Most importantly, we will show that the 

AMN based colloids formed in solution, the films 

deposited at the water-solid interface and those 

deposited at the water-air interface are different. 

Additionally, the coatings deposited at the water-

solid interface become superhydrophilic after a 

critical deposition time decreasing upon an 

increase in the AMN concentration. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Chemicals 

Aminomalononitrile-para-toluenesulfonate (AMN, 

ref. 221147), sodium hydrogen phosphate (ref. S-

9638) and potassium hexacyanoferrate (ref. 

P9387) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and 

used without purification. All solutions were made 

from MilliQ water ( = 18.2 M·cm, Millipore). AMN 

was dissolved in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer 

at pH = 7.5 at concentrations ranging from 5 to 40 

mg·mL-1 corresponding to molar concentrations 

ranging from 19.7 mM to 158 mM. The reaction 

was triggered by adjusting the pH of these 

solutions to 8.6  0.1 with a concentrated sodium 

hydroxide solution. Immediately after pH 

adjustment, cleaned samples to be coated were 

immersed in the AMN solution. The pH of all 

solutions was measured with a three point 

calibrated Hi221 pH meter (Hanna Instruments). 

Substrate materials 

AMN films were deposited on quartz, glass and 

silicon wafer samples, for characterization by 

means of UV-Vis spectroscopy, Langmuir-Blodgett 

transfer and ellipsometry, respectively. All of these 

substrates were cleaned in the same manner, just 

before deposition process. They were rinsed with 

ethanol, dried with a filtrated air flow and subjected 

to 15 min of O2 plasma cleaning (PDC-32G-2, 

Harrick Scientific, USA). 

UV-Vis spectroscopy 

UV-Vis spectra of the AMN based films deposited 

on plasma cleaned quartz slides where obtained 

against a pristine cleaned quartz slide as a 

reference using a double beam mc² 

spectrophotometer (Safas, Monaco, France). The 

same spectrophotometer was used to measure the 

spectra of AMN solutions after different reaction 

times and appropriate dilution with sodium 

phosphate buffer, using the pure buffer as the 

reference. The solutions were contained in ethanol 

cleaned quartz cuvettes , 1 cm optical path (Thuet, 

Blodeslheim, France). 

Ellipsometry 

The AMN based films deposited for a reaction time 

t on freshly cleaned silicon substrates (featuring a 

naturally grown silicon dioxyde layer about 2 nm in 

thickness) were characterized by constant 

wavelength (632.8 nm) ellipsometry at a constant 

angle of incidence (70°) using a PZ 2000 

ellipsometer (Horiba, France). For the calculation 

of the film thickness from the measured 

ellipsometric angles, the real part of the refractive 

index was fixed to 1.6 whereas its imaginary part 

was fixed equal to 0 owing to the film transparency 

at the used wavelength. The given thickness 

values are the average of 5 measurements (± one 

standard deviation) on regularly spaced spots 

along the major axis of the used wafer. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) 

The analysis of the AMN coated silicon slides was 

performed using an AXIS Ultra DLD spectrometer 

(Kratos Analytical, Manchester, UK) with a 

monochromated Al Kα source at a power of 168 W 

and a hemispherical analyser operating in the fixed 

analyser transmission mode and the standard 

aperture. The sample analysis area was 0.3 mm × 

0.7 mm. Survey spectra were obtained at a pass 

energy of 160 eV. CasaXPS processing software 

version 2.3.15 (Casa Software Ltd., Teignmouth, 

UK) was used to perform data processing, with all 

elements present being identified from survey 

spectra. Calculation of the atomic concentrations of 

the detected elements were derived from integral 

peak intensities and the sensitivity factors supplied 

by the manufacturer.  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

SEM images were acquired by a Zeiss Gemini 

SEM 450 (Zeiss, Germany) at an acceleration 

voltage of 5 kV. Energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) was carried out with an X-Max 

EDS system (Oxford Instruments, Oxford, UK) at 

an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. More details can 

be found in ref. [9]. 
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Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

AMN based films deposited on silicon wafers from 

10 mg·mL-1 AMN solutions  were rinsed with 

distilled water and dried under a stream of filtered 

air before imaging in the contact mode with a 

MLCT-C cantilever (nominal spring constant = 10 

mN·m-1 ) using a Nanoscope III atomic force 

microscope (Bruker, Mannheim, Germany). 

Images were analysed with the Nanoscope 

Analysis software to determine the mean squared 

roughness of the AMN based films. 

Contact angle measurements 

For static water contact angle measurements, 5 µL 

distilled water was put on the surface of AMN 

based films deposited on plasma cleaned quartz 

slides. The contact angle was measured after 10 s 

using an Attension Theta goniometer (Biolin 

Scientific, Sweden). At least ten measurements 

were averaged to get a reliable value. 

 

Langmuir-Schaeffer transfer of AMN based films 

from the liquid-air interface 

AMN films were grown for 16 h or 23 h at the liquid-

air interface from a 10 mg·mL-1 AMN solution. Part 

of the film was aspirated by a pipette and a cleaned 

glass slide mounted horizontally on a sample 

holder was immersed below the freshly created 

uncovered liquid-air interface, starting from the 

freed interface. The slide was then put below the 

apparent AMN film and the sample holder was 

removed in the upwards direction with a speed of 

0.002 cm·s-1. The films were then rinsed with pure 

water and dried under a flow of filtered air before 

AFM imaging in the dry state and in the contact 

mode as previously described. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

The initial pH of the AMN salt solution was lower 

than the initial pH of the 50 mM sodium phosphate 

buffer in an AMN concentration dependant manner. 

 

Figure 1. AMN based film thickness as measured by ellipsometry on silicon substrates from AMN 

solutions (initial pH = 8.6) at 5 (____), 10 (_____) and 20 (_____) mg.mL-1. Each data point corresponds to an 

individual substrate and to the average  one standard deviation over 5 different locations. The inset 

represents the structure of the used AMN salt. Modified from ref. [9] with authorization. 
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This decrease in pH stabilized AMN with respect to 

chemical transformation [9]. However titration of 

the AMN containing solutions to 8.6 with sodium 

hydroxide initiated a coloration change of the 

solution and a progressive deposition of a coating 

on both the reaction beaker and on the substrates 

immersed in it. The film deposition on solid 

substrates was delayed by an AMN concentration 

dependant lag phase as observed by means of 

single wavelength ellipsometry (Figure 1), UV-

visible spectroscopy and quartz crystal 

microbalance with dissipation monitoring (data not 

shown, see ref.[9]. 

 

Figure 2. A : Static water contact angles of AMN based coatings as a function of time for different AMN 
concentrations : 5 (), 10 (), 20 () and 40 () mg·mL-1.  

B: Film morphology of AMN based coatings after 1 and 19 h of deposition from a 10 mg·mL-1 AMN solution 
as obtained by SEM. 

C: Film morphology of AMN based coatings after 1 h and 19 h of deposition from a 10 mg·mL-1 AMN 
solution as obtained by contact mode AFM. The image size is 2 µm x 2 µm. 
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The static water contact angles of the AMN 

based films passed through a maximum at 

intermediate deposition times and became 

progressively superhydrophilic (water contact 

angles lower than 10°) after intermediate 

deposition times. The higher the initial AMN 

concentration, the faster the superhydrophilic 

regime is reached (Figure 2 A). Such changes in 

surface wettability may be attributed to composition 

and/or surface roughness changes [11]. 

Concerning the surface topography of the AMN 

based coatings, SEM (Figure 2B) and AFM 

imaging (Figure 2C) clearly reveal an increase in 

surface roughness associated with the formation of 

fibrillary structures from initially deposited clusters 

(Figure 2B). Those fibrillar structures are formed 

after a few hours in the absence of any template 

suggesting the self-assembly of anisotropic 

building blocks formed upon the reaction. 

The morphology change is accompagnied by a 

modification in surface composition as shown by 

XPS spectroscopy (Figure 3). With increasing the 

deposition time, whatever the initial AMN 

concentration, the Si2S and Si2p photoelectrons 

due to the silicon substrates are not detected 

anymore highlighting the formation of conformal 

coatings. Those coatings were also found 

impermeable to a redox probe like potassium 

hexacyanoferrate [9]. Analysis of the obtained XPS 

spectra also reveals a progressive decrease of the 

O content of the films up to a constant value (Figure 

3). Since O is present in the SiO2 oxide film grown 

spontaneously on silicon, and since Si is not 

detected anymore when the O content reaches a 

steady state value, this means that the AMN based 

 

Figure 3. A: XPS survey spectra of AMN based films after different deposition times (1 h and 19 h) on 

glass slides. 
B: Evolution of the atomic percentage of Si (), O (), N () and C () as a function of time for AMN 

based coatings deposited in a 10 mg·mL-1 solution. The coatings were deposited on glass slides. 
C: Evolution of the O/C () and N/C (⚫) ratios with reaction time in a 10 mg·mL-1 AMN solution. The 

error bars correspond to  one standard deviation. Modified from ref. [9] with authorization. 
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films incorporate O which is not present in the AMN 

monomer (inset in Figure 1). This finding is 

important for inferring the film formation 

mechanism as described later on. The film 

deposition is also characterized by an increase in 

the surface concentration of C and N (Figure 3B). 

Interestingly the N/C atomic ration reaches a 

constant value of about 0.57 after prolonged 

deposition time (even if the film continues to grow 

up to this point) as in a previous investigation [7]. 

This C/N value is lower than the corresponding 

value for the AMN monomer which is equal to 1 

(inset of Figure 1). This important finding means 

that some N is lost during the film deposition 

independently from the CN- release detected in 

QCM-D experiments performed on gold: indeed a 

loss of film is detected with this gravimetric method 

when a gold substrate is put in contact with an AMN 

solution at an initial pH value of 8.6, meaning a 

release of CN- and subsequent partial dissolution 

of gold. 

The simultaneous incorporation of O in the film 

and the C/N ratio close to 0.6 is interpreted by an 

hydrolysis reaction of the initially deposited film as 

shown in scheme 1 where the putative structure of 

the obtained material in given. Such a structure 

needs of course to be confirmed in future 

investigations. 

 

Scheme 1. Proposed structure of the polymeric material obtained at the solid-liquid interface from an 
AMN based solution at an initial pH of 8.6. Reproduced from ref.[9] with authorization. 
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Interestingly we also find that an AMN based 

film forms progressively on the water-air interface 

provided the AMN solution is not shaken (Figure 

4A). This finding is in strong analogy with the 

situation of dopamine solutions in the presence of 

an oxidant [12] and strongly suggests that the the 

hydrophilic AMN transforms into amphiphilic 

structures which can self-assemble at the water-air 

interface. The final structure proposed in Scheme 

1 is clearly amphiphilic with a hydrophobic chain 

decorated with hydrophilic CO groups. Those films 

deposited at the water-air interface can be 

transferred on cleaned glass slides through the 

Langmuir –Schaeffer method [10] and their 

morphology is drastically different (Figure 4b) than 

the morphology of AMN based films directly 

deposited on glass at the solid-water interface 

(Figure 2 B and C). 

This finding suggests that the AMN film 

deposition mechanism is different at the solid-water 

and at the water –air interfaces, a point which 

clearly deserves further investigations. 

Complementarily, UV-visible spectra taken on 

quartz slides after a given duration of deposition 

and on diluted AMN containing solutions after the 

same reaction time are different (Figure 5A). This 

shows clearly that the film structure and / or 

composition is different than the composition of the 

AMN containing solution in which colloids form 

progressively with time, ending up with the 

sedimentation of precipitates. The evolution of 

AMN in solution proceeds also without a lag phase, 

contrarily to the film deposition (blue curve in 

Figure 5A, in agreement with the findings displayed 

in Figure 1).  

 

Figure 4. A: AMN based films on the liquid-air interface after 16 h of reaction (AMN at 10 mg·mL-1 at an 
initial pH of 8.6). Picture of the surface of the AMN containing solution after 16 h and after Langmuir 

Schaeffer transfer on a cleaned glass slide. 
B: AFM surface topographies of the transferred AMN based film, the image size being 100 µm x 100 µm 

and 25 µm x 25 µm, respectively. The red arrow points to the region of the first image from which the 
image having a 25 µm x 25 µm size was acquired. Modified from ref. [9] with authorization. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The chemical evolution of the para-

toluenesulfonate salt of AMN after its neutralization 

leads to the formation of conformal films on all 

kinds of substrates. Herein we focused on the film 

formation mechanism on quartz and glass 

substrates. It is found that the film deposition is 

preceeded by a lag phase whereas the chemical 

evolution of AMN in solution proceeds via a 

continuous pathway (Figure 5B). The obtained 

coatings at the solid-water interface undergo a 

morphological transition from islands to fibrillary 

structures accompagnied with the appearance  of 

a superhydrophilic water wettability regime (Figure 

3). In the same time the film composition changes 

(Figure 4). This lead us to propose a putative 

chemical structure compatible with the XPS 

compositional analysis (Scheme 1). Finally, we 

found that the chemical evolution/structural 

 

 

Figure 5. A: UV-Vis spectra of a 10 mg·mL-1 AMN solution (_____) after 6 h of reaction and of an AMN film 
(_ _ _ _) deposited on a quartz wafer after the same reaction time, scaled by a factor of 5. 

B: Time evolution of the absorbance at =360 nm (__


__, left hand vertical axis) and at =423 nm (_ _ _
◼

_ _ 

_, right hand vertical axis) in the case of an AMN solution at 10 mg·mL-1 and for an AMN based film 
deposited from the same solution, respectively. Reproduced from ref.[9] with authorization. 
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evolution of AMN is different at the solid-water and 

water-air interfaces (Figure 4). Further 

investigations implying detailed NMR and X ray 

diffraction data (to relate the fibrillary film 

morphology to the self-assembly process) are 

required to understand the complex chemical 

pathways undergone by AMN in slightly alkaline 

solutions.  
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ABSTRACT 

Recent results in modelling and computational studies of new composite nanomaterials based on polymer 
ferroelectrics and graphene/graphene oxide structures are reviewed. Main findings of the computational 
molecular modelling and calculations of the plane layered and fibers nanostructures, as well as multi-layered 
structures, and the piezoelectric and pyroelectric properties of the composites, consisting of polyvinylidene 
fluoride (PVDF) thin films and graphene/graphene oxide are analysed. The piezoelectric and pyroelectric 
effects were modelled, both piezo- and pyro-electric coefficients were calculated for several models, using 
various methods from HyperChem software tool, including molecular dynamics (MD) simulation with 
quantum-chemical semi-empirical PM3 method. The results obtained provide important insights into our 
understanding of the mechanisms of piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity in these new nanocomposites, give 
us new perspectives for further studies of the ferroelectric polymer-graphene nanomaterials.  
 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Polymer ferroelectrics, such as polyvinylidene 

fluoride (PVDF) and its copolymers, have a set of 

common ferroelectric properties [1-3]. These 

properties have many practical applications, and 

most of them connected with piezoelectricity and 

pyroelectricity [1-7]. Among various types of 

polymer ferroelectrics, thin ferroelectric films 

fabricated by spin coating technique or by 

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) methods are especially 

interesting [3]. These films have unique mechanical 

flexible properties which are very important for 

many applications, including biomedical ones. 

These properties are also characteristic to more 

complex composite ferroelectric materials and 

films based on polymer ferroelectrics combined 

with graphene (G) and graphene oxides (GO) [6, 8, 

9], which are presented in  [6-11]. These materials 

https://doi.org/10.34624/nmse.v2i2.9711
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have a unique combination of ferroelectric 

properties (high polarization and its switchable 

properties, piezo- and pyroelectricity, etc.) and 

have high elastic and mechanical characteristics 

[11]. Polymer ferroelectrics PVDF and their 

copolymers, such as poly(vinylidene fluoride-

trifluoroethylene) P(VDF-TrFE) [2, 3, 12], 

especially in the form of thin highly-ordered 

Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) films [3, 13, 14], are 

thoroughly studied (both experimentally and 

theoretically) [12-21]. Computational molecular 

modeling and calculations of physical properties of 

such ferroelectric polymers, were performed using 

HyperChem package [22] which contains semi-

empirical quantum-chemical method PM3 as well 

as some other methods and approaches [19-22]. 

So, on the basis of the molecular models proposed 

and developed in [19], the approaches and 

algorithms were developed to describe 

piezoelectric properties in materials, such as PVDF 

and P(VDF-TrFE), and calculations of the 

piezoelectric coefficients were performed [20]. 

Then, using the method of molecular dynamics 

(MD) the mechanisms of polarization switching in 

such polymer ferroelectrics were investigated [12, 

21], by quantum calculations by PM3 

approximation at each step of MD run.   

Further attempts to incorporate graphene-like 

structures (G and GO) into new composites with 

ferroelectric polymers PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE), 

were performed, both experimentally and using 

computational molecular modelling [6, 11, 23, 24]. 

Also, using the same MD run method, pyroelectric 

coefficients in PVDF and PVDF-G were calculated 

[24-26]. In this work we consider some complex 

compositions of this type, consisting of PVDF and 

G or GO [26-29]. We also give a short review of the 

models aimed at investigation of their piezo- and 

pyroelectric properties.  

2. COMPUTATIONAL AND MODELLING 

DETAILS  

Molecular models for pure PVDF (in ferroelectric -

phase), and for composites of PVDF with graphene 

PVDF-G and with graphene oxide PVDF-GO, as 

common ferroelectric systems were developed and 

investigated [6, 11, 23], using HyperChem tool [22]. 

Different computational methods, including 

molecular mechanics (MM, Amber, MM+, BIO 

CHARM) methods and quantum-chemical semi-

empirical method (QM,PM3, ZINDO-1), in 

restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) and unrestricted 

Hartree-Fock (UHF) approximations, were 

used.The molecular model of the PVDF chain 

(denoted by PVDF12) was proposed by us earlier 

in [19] and then was used and developed in [20, 21, 

23] to determine the effect of the electric field on 

the polarization and for calculation of the 

piezoelectric coefficients, when applying an 

external electric field E (using the HyperChem 

software [22]). Figure 1 shows our original model 

[19] and its central part used in these piezoelectric 

effects calculations [21, 23].The aim of the usage 

of both the MM and QM methods used for 

 

Figure 1. Model of PVDF chain: (a) PVDF with 12.5 units (marked PVDF12) and (b) Its central part. 
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molecular modeling is to search and to obtain the 

minimum of total or potential energy surface (PES), 

of the investigated molecular systems which 

correspond to optimal atomic configuration of the 

system. Finding of such optimal geometry of all 

system investigated is executed using the Polak–

Ribere (conjugate gradient method) algorithm, 

which which is included into the HyperChem 

package [22]. These various computational 

methods were used for the detailed debugging, 

validation and testing of the models. For final 

current calculations of the optimized models the 

methods BIO CHARM and PM3 in RHF 

approximations were used mainly in this work. 

Further, the G and GO models were developed 

and several models of their composites with PVDF 

were proposed [6, 11, 23]. Such initial models with 

96 carbon atoms (Gr96H) in one layer are 

presented in Figure 2 (a, d), as well as G-layers 

models with PVDF chain in various configurations 

in Figure 2 (b, c, d, e, f). For calculation of the 

piezoelectric coefficients the special algorithm 

elaborated for thin films in our previous works [ 20-

23] was used and now it is applied for fiber models 

too. These data obtained are presented and 

analyzed in Sec. 3.1 and 3.3. 

For calculation of the pyroelectric coefficients it 

is necessary to know the temperature dependence 

of the polarization [1-3]. These data can be 

obtained by using the MD run approach [20 - 22], 

which is included in HyperChem tool too. This 

method was similarly used and developed early, for 

example, for investigation of the polarization 

switching time in similar thin ferroelectric films [21], 

using quantum method PM3. Now we use this MD 

approach to study the dynamics of polarization 

change, which take place as the temperature of the 

studied system rises, which enables us to calculate 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Initial states for several models for the composites of PVDF with G/GO:  
(a) initial G layer model from 96 carbon atoms arranged by hydrogen atoms H (Gr96H), in Z view 

projection, (b) PVDF chain and G layer (PVDF12+Gr96H) in Y view, (c) PVDF and 2 G layers 
(PVDF12+2Gr96H) in Y view, (d) GO layer (with 2 nitrogen atoms N and 2OH groups) and PVDF chain 

(PVDF12+Gr96H2N2O2H) in Z view, (e) the same model in Y view, (f) PVDF and 2 GO 
(PVDF12+2Gr96H2N2O2H). 
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the pyroelectric coefficients.  Such an approach 

was used to determine pyroelectric coefficients, for 

example, in our recent work for the PVDF-G 

composite [24]. In present work, additionally some 

more complex various model compositions, 

consisting of PVDF and either G or GO are 

considered and analysed in Sec. 3.2. 

To check these molecular modeling and MD run 

data in our work [24] was proposed to perform the 

polarization calculations using the well-known 

relation from Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) 

phenomenological theory of the ferroelectrics with 

the first order phase transition (PT1) [1-3]. From the 

basic phenomenological theory of ferroelectrics it is 

known that the values of piezoelectric and 

pyroelectric coefficients are defined by relations 

described in [1-3], through the behavior of 

polarization P depending on temperature T by 

square root law. This behavior is determined by 

LGD theory parameters: Curie-Weiss constant C, 

Curie temperature T0, dielectric constant e0, 

phenomenological coefficients a, b, g and the value 

of the spontaneous polarization PS0 at the phase 

transition temperature T=Tc for the case E = 0. 

Using such square root formula for PT1 from LGD 

theory in the dimensionless form with reduced 

temperature t (similarly as [3, 24]), it could be 

written:  

𝑃 = 𝑃(𝐸 = 0) = ±𝑃𝑆0 [
2

3
(1 + √1 − 𝑡)]

1

2
,  

(1) 

𝑃𝑆0
2 = −

3

4

𝛽

𝛾
 , 𝑡 = 4𝛼

𝛾

𝛽2
, 𝛼 =

(𝑇−𝑇0)

𝐶𝜀0
,  T < T0     

 

For PVDF known data of the LGD theory 

coefficients and PT1 parameters [3, 24] lead to the 

value of PS0 ~ 0.11 C/m2, that allow us to calculate 

P(T) dependence on temperature T and therefore 

pyroelectric coefficients. These data are used and 

analyzed in Sec. 3.2. 

2. MAIN RESULTS OBTAINED FROM 

MOLECULAR MODELLING STUDIES AND 

DISCUSSION   

3.1. Piezoelectric coefficients calculations 

The mechanism of piezoresponse evolution of the 

composite was studied using our previous 

computational molecular models of PVDF chain 

(Figure 1(a) and (b)). The behavior of piezoelectric 

response in an electric field and the data on the 

average piezoelectric coefficients (calculated using 

algorithm [20, 23]): here <d33> = (hi/U)*, where 

U is voltage for the applied electric field value and 

hi  is a change of PVDF chain’s skeleton height hi 

(i=1, 2 as is shown in Figure 1) which takes place 

after geometry optimization at each step of 

calculations for every applied electric field value, 

 is dielectric permittivity ( = 10).  

Additionally, the piezoelectric coefficient 

calculated with the use of the electromechanical 

coupling relation:  d33 =2Q0P (where Q is 

electrostriction coefficient, P is polarization) [20]. 

The symmetrized models were used both for 

graphene oxide based on graphene layer 

consisting of 54 carbon atoms (Gr54) and 96 

carbon atoms (Gr96). These graphen oxides 

contained oxygen, OH groups (marked by 

Gr96N2O2H2), and COOH groups (marked shortly 

for simplicity by Gr96NO), surrounded by hydrogen 

(Gr54H, Gr96H) [6, 11, 23]. In these works several 

simplest models were developed for 

PVDF/Graphene oxide complex (Figure 2) and 

their piezoelectric coefficients were computed by 

the same calculation algorithms as described in 

detail [20, 23]. There we started with considering 

the simplest models of PVDF/Graphene oxide 

composites in the main three variants: 1) with H-

side (hydrogen atom side) connected from PVDF 

to the graphene oxide, 2) with F-side (fluorine atom 

side) connected from PVDF to graphene oxide 

(these both first variants show approximately the 

same values of piezoelectric coefficients) and 3) 

Graphene Oxide/PVDF with both sides (sandwich 

type). The more complex models were considered 

too. It is interesting that the data obtained depend 

on the orientation of the GO layer: we compare two 

different orientations marked as “rot1” and “rot2.” 

Similarly a more complex new multi-layered 

structure was considered in [27]. This work is 

developed further. The main calculated results are 

presented in Table 1.  

Experimental results qualitatively correlate with 

those obtained in the calculations [6, 11, 20, 23, 

30]. We can assume that experimental data 

obtained for the P (VDF-TrFE)-GO composite film 

at the low GO content can be associated with the 

model constructed for the case of PVDF with 
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graphene oxide from one side only. This leads to a 

reduction in the piezoresponse coefficient. This 

effect may be due to the possible effect of shielding 

from the graphene layer on the charges and the 

PVDF dipoles. An increase in the GO content most 

probably corresponds to the model where the 

availability of sandwich clusters in the composite is 

implied.  

Quality manifestation of the effect of the 

graphene oxide grains on the piezoelectric 

properties of the composite films can be observed 

at the boundaries of graphene grains [6, 11].  That 

may lead to the formation of alternating layers of 

graphene oxide and PVDF on the boundary grains. 

Based on the results of our simulations the 

piezoresponse for sandwich structures PVDF/GO 

must be increased (Table 1). This is qualitatively 

observed from our piezo-response force 

microscopy (PFM) measurements [6, 11], and 

demonstrates a possible existence of such effects 

which take place due to their layered structure. This 

suggests that in the heterostructures under 

controlled alternating layers, this effect will be 

clearer and they can be controlled. 

3.2. Pyroelectric coefficients 

determination by molecular dynamics 

method   

Simulation of any system by molecular dynamics 

(MD) method allows us to obtain the temperature 

dependence of many physical characteristics for 

studied systems. The important characteristics for 

ferroelectrics is the polarization dependence on 

temperature changes (which is described by a well-

known square root low [1-3]). Such simulation of 

the temperature dependence using special MD 

option in HyperChem tool [12, 21, 22] was made in 

Table 1. Calculated values of the piezoelectric coefficients <d33> for PVDF-G/GO composites. 

 

# Type of the model structures <d33>, pm/V 

 

Experimental <d33>, pm/V 

 

1 PVDF12/Gr54-H-side -12.29  

2 PVDF12/Gr54-F-side -12.16  

3 PVDF12 / Gr96N2O2H2 - 14.6  

4 PVDF12 /Gr96NO - 13.5  

5 Gr96N2O2-H2 / PVDF12 / Gr96N2O2-H2 - 29.8  

6 Gr96NO /PVDF12/ Gr96NO (rot1)* -22.8  

7 Gr96NO /PVDF12/ Gr96NO (rot2)* -14.5  

8 
Gr96NO /PVDF12/ Gr96NO  

(average rot1&rot2) 
-18.7  

9 Multi-layered models [27] -22  

10 PVDF12  [20] -38.5 
-20.0 … -39.0  

(cited in [20]) 

11 P(VDF-TrFE) [6]  -38.0 

12 P(VDF-TrFE)/GO [6]  -30.1 

13 P(VDF-TrFE)  [30]  -25.0 … -55.0 

14 P(VDF-TrFE)/BPZT   [30]  -18.0 … -40.0 
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this work. A special set of parameters necessary 

for MD run are described earlier [24], as well as the 

MD run calculation algorithm. The semi-empirical 

quantum method PM3 in RHF approximation was 

used for all these calculations and for each MD run 

step. These data allow us to obtain the polarization 

values for all the systems modelled under all 

changes of the temperatures and then to calculate 

the pyroelectric coefficients as  p = P/T  [1-3, 24]. 

For each temperature polarization was determined, 

through optimized dipole moment and volume of 

the full system, and corresponding value of the 

pyroelectric coefficient was calculated at each step.  

From these data obtained the pyroelectric 

coefficient for the pure PVDF chain molecular 

model was calculated: p = P/T = ~ 34 - 41 

C/(m2*K), which is in line with many known data 

for PVDF and copolymers systems [1-3, 13-23] 

(see Table 2). 

To check these data we additionally performed 

calculations using square-root relation (1) for 

polarization depending on temperature by Landau-

Ginzburg-Devonshire (LGD) theory of the 

ferroelectrics [3, 24]: these data calculated are 

comparable with the data obtained by MD run. The 

MD runs were performed for several complex 

models [26] (some of which are shown in Figure 2 

for the initial states). Corresponding data of the 

pyroelectric coefficients for all computed models 

[26] are collected in Table 2. These are important 

results, which show that G and GO components 

embedded into composite material lead to 

observed changes and differences in the 

pyroelectric coefficients values. This influence 

depends greatly on the G and GO content: for one 

G layer model we have a rise of the pyroelectric 

coefficient (as compared with pure PVDF), while for 

2 G layers model (sandwich) value of the 

pyroelectric coefficient is nearly tenfold lower than 

in the case of one G layer model. The data obtained 

show that the values of the pyroelectric coefficients 

computed by the MD run method proposed are 

very close to experimental data from [25] as well as 

for PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) from many other 

published data [1-3, 13-18].  

Table 2. Pyroelectric coefficients from MD calculated data [26] and obtained from experiments [25]. 

 

           Type of model system 

                     or samples 

               p, C/(m2K) 

(average  

by several  MD run) 

VG/V, 

VGO/V 

    p, C/(m2K), 

   experim. data [25] 

    Pure PVDF12               34.1 - 40.8   39.5 

for P(VDF-TrFE) (70:30) 

    Composites         with G      with  GO  Non-polarized 

samples  

with GO 

Polarized 

samples 

with GO 

   PVDF12+Gr96H        135.8     0.65        

 

       - 

 

 

        - 

   2PVDF12+Gr96H          64.9     0.48 

   PVDF12+2Gr96H          18.2     0.79 

   2PVDF12+2Gr96H          22.9     0.65 

   PVDF12+Gr96H2N2O2H           29.2    0.65  

 

 

     33.3 

 

 

 

    15.0 

   2PVDF12+Gr96H2N2O2H 

2PVDF12+Gr96H2N2O2H (MM+) 

          57.2 

         48.9 

   0.48 

PVDF12+2Gr96H2N2O2H (MM+)           27.4    0.79 

   2PVDF12+2Gr96H2N2O2H           58.3    0.65 
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3.3. Nanofibers composites  

Piezoelectricity in macromolecule polymers has 

been gaining immense attention, particularly for 

applications in biocompatible, implantable, and 

flexible electronic devices. This paper [28] 

describes composite fibers of copolymer poly 

trifluoroethylene wiz. (P(VDF-TrFE)) with graphene 

(G) and graphene oxide (GO). Experimental and 

theoretical investigations were done to understand 

the effect of the G and GO concentration on 

polarization behavior of bulk composites and 

composite fiber microstructures. The 

electromechanical properties of the PVDF/G and 

PVDF/GO nanofibers are investigated in terms of 

piezoresponse mapping, local hysteresis loops, 

polarization reversal by advanced piezoresponse 

force microscopy (PFM) and Kelvin Probe Force 

Microscopy (KFM).  

In order to understand the mechanism of 

piezoresponse evolution of the composite we used 

the models of PVDF chains, interacting with 

Graphene/GO layers, the data on its behavior in an 

electric field and the data computed for 

piezoelectric coefficients using HyperChem, as 

described above. But, the new curved models of 

the PVDF chains as well as the G/GO layers were 

developed [28] in these cases (see Figure 3 as a 

simple model case: pure PVDF (a) and with one 

curved Graphene layer (b)). Experimentally 

measured results qualitatively correlate with the 

data obtained in these calculations (Table 3) [28, 

29].  

An optimization strategy which determines the 

changes in the atomic configuration of studied 

clusters [20,23] assumes several steps of models, 

the first one considers an absence of electric field 

which allows to find the initial optimal atomic 

positions of modelled composite structure and to 

determine the initial optimal parameters of PVDF 

chain heights in its central part (h1, and h2). The 

second step of model considers an external electric 

field Ez with Z orientation (along the main 

polarization vector of PVDF), this model allows to 

find out the optimal geometry for new atomic 

configuration under action of electric field. The third 

step of model assumes the changes of the main 

parameters (h1 and h2, Figure 3) from initial 

optimal parameters, which allows to determine the 

deformation Dh1 and Dh2, and to calculate the 

corresponding values of voltage U = Ez*h and, 

finally,  the piezoelectric coefficient d33 = ε(Δh/U) 

was computed, using a dielectric permittivity value 

of ε = 10 [20, 23].  Comparison with the data known 

for d33 attributed to initial PVDF samples testifies 

that under the influence of graphene oxide layer the 

piezoelectric coefficient d33 of new composite 

structure is decreased. It has nearly three times 

 

 

Figure 3. Model of curved PVDF chain (a) and curved composite PVDF-Graphene (b), R - radius of 
curvature, L - сhord of curvature, H - hight of curved chain on length of сhord L; h1 and h2  are similar as 

above in [20, 23]. 
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lower value: d33 = 14.6 pm/V (or pC/N) for the 

simple flat models (with one side H or F of PVDF 

chain—Figure 2a), which interacting with one GO 

layer (with OH groups), as compared with the 

average value of the pure PVDF d33 = 38.5 pm/V 

(pC/N). It is important to note, that the sign of d33 

coefficient is negative in all cases as it was 

established in [22, 23] for the initial pure PVDF, it is 

caused by specific mechanism of PVDF chain 

deformation under an applied electric field. In the 

case of flat with double graphene oxide layers 

(sandwich model structure) the piezoelectric 

coefficient d33 is increased to the value of d33 =         

~ 29.8 pm/V (pC/N) (Figure 2b, and see in Table 2, 

data for flat models). 

The experimental results qualitatively correlate 

with those obtained in the calculations (see Tables 

2 and 3). We assume that the experimental data 

obtained for the composite with small amount of 

graphene oxide correlate to the model constructed 

for the PVDF chain interacted with graphene oxide 

from one side only. The results obtained for this 

case show a reduction in the piezo-response as 

well as in the piezoelectric coefficient. From the 

other side, piezoelectric properties of the 

composites with larger GO content correspond to 

the model assuming the sandwich-like clusters in 

the composite. The experimental data testify a 

decrease in the piezoelectric signal in these 

composites which is caused by statistical 

dispersion and disorientation of graphene oxide 

layers and PVDF chains (or layers). Uncontrolled 

thickness of the individual layers of graphene oxide 

and PVDF component can also affect piezoelectric 

properties of the composites. Statistical disorder 

obtained in these cases could not yield an exact 

match with the simulation performed. However, 

even at low concentrations, the effect of molecular 

Table 3. The piezoelectric coefficients d33 calculated for different types of structures of Graphene Oxide 
with OH and COOH groups and PVDF: for flat layer models and for curved fiber models (for comparison 

data from paper [20, 23] were taken, data present only in absolute values, without its negative sign). 

 

# Models 

Content 

Flat 

models* 

d33, pm/V 

Films 

(experimental) 

d33, a.u., V 

Curved 

models 

d33, pm/V 

Fibers 

(experimental) 

d33,  a.u. 

0 PVDF pure (chain) 38.5 7.5 22.3 20.8 

1 PVDF/G54    1 side 12.2 - - - 

2 PVDF/G54H 1 side    9.8 - 16.7 11.1 

3 G54H/PVDF/G54H  

2 sides (sandwich) 

19.0 

 

- 34.8 

 

22.7 

 

4 G96H/PVDF/G96H  

2 sides  (sandwich)    

- - 51.9 

 

46.9 

 

5 PVDF/GO1  1 side   14.6 5.9   

6 PVDF/GO2  1 side   13.5 -   

7 GO1/PVDF/GO1  

2 sides  (sandwich) 

18.7 

 

6.7 

 

  

8 GO2/PVDF/GO2  

2 sides  (sandwich) 

29.8 

 

   

* [20,23 ] 

Abbreviations used in Table 3 are the following: GO1 is graphene oxide which contain COOH groups 
(Gr96N2O2H2COOH2, which was abbreviated as Gr96NO in [23, 28, 31]),  GO2 is graphene oxide with OH 
group written as formula Gr96HN2O2H2 above. 
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ordering is observed, and for 20% GO composite 

the probability of the formation of sandwich 

structures (as proposed in our modeling) is quite 

significant. Furthermore, in the case of controlled 

hetero-structures we can consider a much greater 

effect and results will be closer to experimental.  

The case of model with curved PVDF chain and 

Graphene layers were considered and discussed 

here also [6, 26, 27, 29-30]. This situation could be 

corresponding to the fiber′s surface—it is a curved 

surface with some radius R. In the experimental 

case it is approximately ~R ~50...100 nm. But in 

our modeling, we use approximately R ~10 nm 

(and more) for most bright and expressive 

influence of such curvatures, which imitates the 

curved surface. This radius could be simply 

determined from usual geometry using formula 

(see about of some geometrical chord (with high H 

and length L) determinations on Figure 3a:  

R = (H2 + L2/4)/(2H)      (2) 

It is known from the literature that for the case 

of curved (or flexible) polymers such as PVDF and 

related materials, the piezoelectric coefficients are 

changed in this case [31, 32]. But all computed 

data used here for our calculation of d33 shown the 

series of such curved models in this case are 

similar as in our previous flat models and following 

results of calculated piezoelectric coefficients are 

presented in Table 3 (last two columns for curved 

models).   

It should be noted that different types of 

oxidation (O, OH, COOH etc.) may notably change 

the functional properties of the composites and 

appropriate calculations becomes to be quite 

difficult for conventional computer modelling while 

these models will be considered in our further 

works. However, despite on used different units for 

values of the piezoelectric coefficient, current 

results clearly show the same trend of changes 

both for the computed and measured data (see 

Tables 1, 2). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The developed models [19-23] and MD run 

methods [24] allowed us to calculate the 

temperature dependence of the polarization and 

calculate the values of the piezoelectric and 

pyroelectric coefficients for pure PVDF model and 

for the composites models of PVDF with Graphene 

and Graphene oxide layers [26, 27, 28, 30]. The 

values of the piezo- and pyroelectric coefficients 

obtained for pure PVDF are in line with many 

known data, the data computed for composite 

materials are new and predict complex nonlinear 

behaviour which may take place if Graphene 

content changes. In some cases (with one G layer 

models) it was shown that in proposed and 

developed composite systems the value of the 

pyroelectric coefficients could be higher than in the 

initial matrix of pure PVDF materials, while in other 

cases (for sandwich G models), it can be lowered 

as compared with initial pure PVDF. These 

questions need further deepest studies. These 

data obtained are new and very important. The 

data obtained predict the novel features of the 

behaviour of such new composites system based 

on graphene and ferroelectric copolymers. It is 

worth noting that the calculated values of the 

pyroelectric coefficients for various composites 

from PVDF with G/GO components are close to the 

values, which are obtained from pyroelectric 

currents measurements for similar P(VDF-

TrFE)/GO composites samples [25]. But, it must be 

emphasized that these samples were prepared by 

crystallization from a solution and this fabrication 

method is different from highly ordered Langmuir-

Blodgett technique. For further studies we must 

focus on the fabrication of the ultrathin Langmuir-

Blodgett PVDF or P(VDF-TrFE) films [3, 15-17, 21, 

23] deposited directly onto a G/GO layer, which 

allow us to obtain a very highly ordered 

multilayered ferroelectric composites with excellent 

polarization and piezoresponse, as well as 

pyroelectric properties. This approach must be the 

next step on the way of creating such new high-

quality composites for multifunctional applications. 

The models developed here predict the important 

new features and behaviour of these new 

graphene-PVDF-based composites systems and 

exactly show us this new way.  
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ABSTRACT 

The crystal structure and magnetic properties of lead-free ceramics (1-x)BiFeO3 - xBaTiO3 (x < 0.40) 
prepared by solid state reaction method were studied depending on the chemical composition and 
temperature. An increase in the concentration of barium and titanium ions leads to the structural transition 
from the polar rhombohedral structure to the cubic structure through the phase coexistence region 
characterized by a formation of pseudocubic phase. The isothermal magnetization measurements indicate 
nearly linear field dependences of magnetization in the temperature range 5 - 300 K which corresponds to a 
dominance of antiferromagnetic structure in the compounds with x < 0.3. Negligible value of remnant 
magnetization observed for the compounds having dominant rhombohedral structure diminishes in the 
compounds with (pseudo) cubic structure. The correlation between the type of structural distortion and 
magnetic structure is discussed based on the neutron and X-ray diffraction data as well as the magnetization 
measurements. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Materials based on bismuth ferrite attract great 

attention of the scientific community due to wide 

variety of structural and magnetic phase 

transitions [1-10]. While solid solutions based on 

bismuth ferrite have significant disadvantages - 

low residual magnetization, high conductivity, 

small magnitude of magnetoelectric interaction, 

which significantly limit the scope of their possible 

applications [8,11-14]. Some of these 

disadvantages can be overcome using various 

chemical doping schemes. Thus, chemical 

substitution of bismuth ions by alkaline-earth 

elements and substitution of iron ions by other 

transition metals elements can be used as an 

effective tool for controlled changes of crystal 

structure and functional properties [14-19]. The 

use of alkaline earth ions as dopant ions leads to 

a significant change in the crystal structure of the 

compounds, thus the substitution of Ba2+ ions 

having ionic radius larger than that of Bi3+ ions 

causes a stabilization of cubic structure through 

an intermediate phases [1, 3, 20, 21]. 

Simultaneous substitution of perovskite lattice 

in A- and B- positions using alkaline earth ions 

and transition metals respectively allows to control 

https://doi.org/10.34624/nmse.v2i2.15737
mailto:jeludkevichdima@gmail.com
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the crystal structure of the compounds and to 

modify their magnetic properties. It is also 

possible to control the conductivity of the BiFeO3 

based compounds and oxygen stoichiometry 

associated with transport properties [22]. It is 

known that chemical substitution by barium ions 

with ions having large ionic radius increases the 

concentration region of structural stability of the 

polar rhombohedral phase, and the substitution of 

iron ions by titanium ions allows to control 

magnetic properties of the compounds [22, 23]. 

The present work is focused on the correlation 

between the crystal structure and magnetic 

properties of the compounds across the phase 

transition from the rhombohedral phase to the 

cubic phase. It is shown that utilizing the 

mentioned chemical doping scheme allowed to 

control both electric dipole and magnetic orders in 

the solid solutions (1-x)BiFeO3 - xBaTiO3, which 

makes them promising materials to be used in the 

field of information and energy-saving 

technologies. The functional materials based on 

BiFeO3 can be also used as magnetic sensors, 

capacitive electromagnets, magnetic memory 

elements, microwave filters and other devices 

which do not require constant electric currents 

and associated heat loss. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL  

Ceramic samples of Bi(1-x)BaxFe(1-x)TixO3 system 

with concentrations of the dopant ions in the 

range 0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.40 were prepared by the solid-

state reaction method [3,18]. High-purity oxides 

Bi2O3, Fe2O3, TiO2 and carbonite BaCO3 (Sigma-

Aldrich, ≥ 99%) taken in stoichiometric ratio were 

mixed using planetary ball mill (Retsch PM 200). 

The samples were uniaxially pressed into tablets 

with a diameter of 10 mm. Preliminary synthesis 

was performed at 900 °C, after intermittent 

grinding the samples were finally synthesized at 

temperatures 910 - 945°C (synthesis temperature 

was gradually increased with the dopants 

concentration) [22, 24]. After synthesis the 

samples were cooled down to room temperature 

with a cooling rate of 100 °C/h. 

X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded in the 

2thetta range of 20 - 80° with a step of 0.02° using 

Bruker D8 Advance and Rigaku D/MAX-B 

diffractometers with Cu-Kα radiation. Neutron 

powder diffraction (NPD) measurements were 

performed using high-resolution neutron powder 

diffractometer FIREPOD (λ=1.7977Å, E9 

instrument, HZB). The diffraction data were 

analyzed by the Rietveld method using the 

FullProf software [25]. Magnetization 

measurements were performed in magnetic fields 

up to 14 Т using physical properties measurement 

system from Cryogenic Ltd. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

The refinement of the diffraction data obtained for 

the compounds of the system  

a)                                                                          
 

b) 

 

Figure 1. (a) Room-temperature XRD patterns of the compounds Bi(1-x)BaxFe(1-x)TixO3 x= 0.20; 
0.30; 0.40; observed and calculated profiles are marked by dots and solid line respectively, the line below 

the pattern refers to the difference between the profiles. The upper row of the ticks denotes Bragg 
reflections ascribed to the rhombohedral phase, the second row – to the cubic phase; (b) the evolution of 

the selected diffraction peaks depending on the concentration. 
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Bi(1-x)BaxFe(1-x)TixO3 has allowed to clarify the 

evolution of the crystal structure as a function of 

the dopant concentration and temperature. 

According to the results of the diffraction 

measurements, the compounds with x ≤ 0.2 are 

characterized by a single-phase rhombohedral 

structure (Fig. 1a,b). An increase in the 

concentration of the dopant content leads to a 

reduction of the rhombohedral distortion, and the 

structure of the compounds with x = 0.25 - 0.33 

can be refined assuming a coexistence of the 

rhombohedral and pseudocubic phases. It should 

be noted that the pseudocubic phase is observed 

in the compounds 0.25 < x < 0.40. This model is 

in accordance with the results obtained by X-ray 

and neutron diffraction measurements. 

Chemical substitution causes gradual 

decrease in rhombohedral distortions, which can 

be estimated by an evolution of the reflection 

(113)R (Fig. 1b) associated with a distortion of 

oxygen octahedra in the ab plane of the 

rhombohedral lattice. The intensity of the 

reflection gradually decreases with the 

concentration x and disappears for the compound 

x = 0.2. The splitting of the reflections (202)R and 

(006)R (2ϴ = 39 °) characterizing rhombohedral 

distortion gradually decreases with increasing in 

the concentration of the dopant ions, which 

indicates gradual decrease in the elongation of 

the rhombohedral lattice. This splitting completely 

disappears for the compound with x = 0.35, which 

also confirms the absence of the rhombohedral 

phase in the compounds with x > 0.35. Further 

substitution leads to a transformation of the crystal 

structure and the structural state becomes to be 

single phase with cubic symmetry. 

Thus, an increase in the concentration of Ba 

and Ti ions in the compounds Bi(1-x)BaxFe(1-x)TixO3 

leads to the structural transition from the polar 

rhombohedral phase to the cubic phase through 

the formation of an intermediate pseudocubic 

phase. Chemical substitution leads to an increase 

in the unit cell volume which is caused by larger 

ionic radii of the dopant ions as compared to the 

radii of Bi and Fe ions [26], wherein the a- and c- 

parameters of the unit cell change in different 

ways (Fig. 2). An increase in the unit cell volume 

is accompanied by a gradual decrease in 

rhombohedral distortion, and the angle αR, which 

describes the rhombohedral distortion, gradually 

increases from 59.55° for the compound with x = 

0.2 to 59.98° for the compound with x = 0.35, the 

volume fraction the rhombohedral phase in the 

last compound becomes to be negligible (Fig. 2).  

  

 

Figure 2. The dopant concentration driven evolution of the unit cell parameters (upper panel), unit 
cell volume of the rhombohedral and (pseudo)cubic phases and angle αR calculated for the compounds 

with 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.4. 
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It should also be noted that the parameter a- 

gradually increases with the dopant content up to 

x = 0.40, while c - parameter begins to 

significantly decrease only in the compounds with 

x = 0.27. It should be noted that the c / a ratio 

which denotes polar distortion of the lattice 

decreases down to unity in the compound with x = 

0.33. 

Magnetization measurements have allowed to 

reveal a close correlation between the crystal 

  

 

Figure 3. Field dependences of magnetization obtained for Bi(1-x)BaxFe(1-x)TixO3 compounds  
0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.40 at temperatures T = 5 K and 300 K. The insets show magnified parts of the magnetization 

curves near the origin. 

  

 

Figure 4. Temperature evolution of characteristic diffraction peaks obtained by neutron diffraction 
for the compounds Bi1-xBaxFe1-xTixO3 with 0.20 ≤ x ≤ 0.40. The diffraction reflections ascribed to magnetic 

scattering are marked and highlighted by dashed areas. 
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structure and magnetic properties of the 

compounds. The M(H) dependence obtained for 

the compound with x = 0.15 has a residual 

magnetization of about 0.011 emu/g (Fig. 3, inset) 

and has slightly non-linear character distinctly 

observed at low temperature which points at a 

disruption of spatially modulated spin structure at 

high magnetic fields. The M(H) dependences 

obtained for compounds with the dopant content 

x > 0.15 are characterized by nearly linear 

character of magnetization denoting dominant 

antiferromagnetic structure. At x = 0.25, the 

compound is characterized by a mixture of 

dominant rhombohedral phase and minor pseudo-

cubic phase and the remanent magnetization is 

still present with a value of about 0.014 emu/g. 

Increase in the concentration of the dopant ions 

up to x = 0.30 leads to a complete collapse of 

remanent magnetization which is valid for the 

compounds with x ≤ 0.4. Such evolution of 

magnetization is caused by a change in symmetry 

of the crystal structure from the rhombohedral to 

the (pseudo)cubic phase. Magnetization data 

obtained at room temperature indicate the stability 

of the antiferromagnetic structure in the studied 

temperature range and the data are in good 

agreement with the results obtained by the 

neutron diffraction measurements.  

The results of the magnetization 

measurements performed for the compounds Bi(1-

x)BaxFe(1-x)TixO3 indicate predominantly 

antiferromagnetic character of the magnetic 

structure, which is confirmed by the results of 

neutron diffraction measurements which indicate 

the G-type antiferromagnetic structure. Analyzing 

the data of the neutron diffraction measurements 

(Fig. 4), it can be stated that the G-type 

antiferromagnetic structure is stable in the 

compounds with 0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.4 in the temperature 

range 5 K ≤ T ≤ TN. At temperatures above room 

temperature the diffraction peaks attributed to 

magnetic scattering become to decrease rapidly 

till they disappear completely at TN ~ 500 K for the 

compounds with x = 0.25 – 0.30. Increase in the 

dopant concentration up to x= 0.40 leads a 

reduction of the magnetic transition temperature 

down to TN ~ 450 K. 

Neutron diffraction data points at G-type 

antiferromagnetic structure which is stable in the 

compounds Bi(1-x)BaxFe(1-x)TixO3 x ≤ 0.40. The 

magnetic moment calculated per iron ion of the 

compound with x = 0.15 at room temperature is 

about 4.5 μB which is only a bit lower than “spin 

only” value of the magnetic moment estimated for 

the iron ions being in 3+ oxidative state (t2g
5). The 

nearly collinear antiferromagnetic structure 

remains in the compounds upon increase in the 

dopant content while the magnetic moment 

associated with the iron ions gradually decreases 

with x. The compound with the dopant content 

x=0.25 is characterized by the magnetic moment 

of ~ 4.2 μB, for the compound with x = 0.35 the 

calculated value of the magnetic moment is ~ 2.9 

μB. The obtained results are in accordance with 

the model of diamagnetic dilution of the 

magnetically active sublattice formed by the iron 

ions being in 3+ oxidative state, while non-

magnetic titanium ions are characterized by the 

oxidative state of 4+. It should be noted that the 

remanent magnetization observed in the 

compounds having dominant rhombohedral phase 

diminishes in the compounds having dominant 

(pseudo) cubic phase. This observation is in 

accordance with the symmetry restrictions, as 

antisymmetric exchange interactions leading to 

nonzero remanent magnetization in the 

compounds with rhombohedral structure are 

forbidden in the compounds having cubic phase 

[27-29]. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of diffraction measurements indicate 

that the single-phase rhombohedral structure is 

stable in the compounds up to x = 0.2. An 

increase in the concentration of the dopant 

content leads to a gradual reduction of the 

rhombohedral distortion, the structure of the 

compounds with x = 0.25 - 0.33 can be refined 

assuming a coexistence of the rhombohedral and 

pseudocubic phases, further increase in the 

dopant content leads to the phase transition to 

single phase cubic structure. Analysis of the 

isothermal dependences of the magnetization as 

well as neutron diffraction measurements points at 

G-type antiferromagnetic structure which is stable 

in the compounds with 0.15 ≤ x ≤ 0.4 in the wide 

temperature range in spite of magnetic dilution 

caused by Ti ions residing in the B-site of 

perovskite lattice. The obtained results point at 
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strong correlation between the presence of 

remanent magnetization and structural state of the 

compounds, thus confirming weak 

ferromagnetism specific for the compounds 

having rhombohedral structure; the absence of 

remanent magnetization in the compounds having 

(pseudo) cubic structure is in accordance with 

symmetry restrictions. 
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